Computational dreaming (CD), inspired by the massively parallel structure and dreaming process of the human brain, uses a multiple-instruction, single-datastream (MISD) architecture during the dream phase to develop, from scratch, a simplified and optimized architecture for the awake phase. The authors' maze-solving CD simulator is about seven times superior to random model selection. Half of its solutions match optimal human-generated algorithms.
T he number of neurons in an adult male brain has been estimated to be about 86 billion. 1 Each of these neurons can connect with up to 15,000 of its neighboring neurons. 2 The brain achieves scalability well beyond any supercomputer, significantly, doing so without being optimized to a specific algorithm. Functions simple for brains to accomplish, such as recognizing faces and voices and processing written language, have eluded their digital counterparts for decades. Neurons process myriad inputs simultaneously, on multiple types of problems, and at varying levels of abstraction. 3, 4 While computing hardware is reaching the limits of its scalability, 5-7 the brain is, by comparison, vastly more scalable. Novel ways of viewing computer parallelism must be found, including new methods of evaluating performance and forms of scalability.
One of the most striking characteristics of the human brain is that it must shut off inputs and dream each diurnal cycle. Seemingly against all survival instincts, all intelligent beings must sleep, even if they are under duress-even if it endangers their very lives because they are in a hostile environment. Dreaming is a phenomenon that occurs in all animals. 8, 9 Sleep that includes dreaming is strongly related to efficient mental processes. Small periods of sleep deprivation can lead to greatly impaired mental processes. Combining the virtually unbounded parallelism in the human brain with the need to sleep, we conclude that dreaming is a phase of exploration and optimization during which resources operate in nearly perfect parallelism, and are optimized and subset for real-time, awake operation. Dreaming is required for both model development and convergence. Our view of scalability also matches what we observe in human behavior-that execution time must remain constant (or nearly constant) as complexity increases. We observe that the human brain can maintain constant real-time performance for a given set of inputs as cognitive complexity grows virtually unbounded through our lifetime.
We developed a novel selection-based approach to multiple-instruction, single-datastream (MISD) computing, called computational dreaming (CD). 10 CD is a combined architecturalalgorithmic technique. Algorithmically, CD requires the nearly perfect parallelism afforded when inputs are shut off and dreaming occurs. The dream phase, inspired by the cerebral cortex, 4 uses many relatively simple processing elements that are all capable of the same basic functions. These elements are combined into candidate solution models, or optimized algorithm-architecture subsets, with each candidate solution model representing a different way to process the same data-and potentially leading to different results. Accordingly, the dream phase of CD takes a single datastream and processes it on divergent models in true MISD fashion. The actual model chosen for use in real-time, day operation is done by a combination of testing at night, during the dream phase, and usage contexts that permit selection of the most likely best model. 11 Models have various complexities but still remain far simpler than an approach that unifies all possible scenarios into a single parallel algorithm that produces a single answer for all possible input combinations.
Solution models are initially developed from algorithmic primitives and the entire solution space of the dream phase is, initially, the complete enumeration of all potential solutions. The performance of each model is then analyzed, and the best is chosen for use during the subsequent day phase. CD theoretically offers nearly perfect scalability during the dream phase, wherein virtually limitless numbers of models are developed and explored. Indeed, it is possible for CD to examine the entire solution space, in parallel, for a given problem in order to find the best, most efficient model. The result is that constant real-time performance is achieved over ever-increasing algorithmic complexity, because simple models, optimized for specific situations, are developed in a dream phase and used while the system is awake. Figure 1 depicts how a common input datum is distributed to multiple heterogeneous models in CD. Each unique model is shown as a differently shaded circle. The models are an array that covers all possible ways of processing data, similar to the way humans think about multiple possible models of and solutions to life situations, but do not apply all such candidates to the real world. The heterogeneous models are executed using multiple (potentially homogeneous) processors, with each processor hosting one or more models. Results concerning the performance of each model are collected at the end of each dream phase, and the best performing model is selected for use during the day phase. Subsequent dream phases repeat the model evaluation process, taking into account information acquired during new day phases. This allows the definition of "best model" to evolve over time and adapt to what is happening in the real world.
Traditional approaches aim to increase overall algorithmic processing complexity as the system grows in size, such that more active resources contribute to increasing workloads. CD leverages resources in the system at night while users are not interacting with their devices. While CD utilizes considerable resources during a dream phase, trying many possible candidate solutions for optimization of its daytime experiences, those candidate solutions operate in nearly perfect parallelism. All solution models use the same input stream and are evaluated against the same criteria but otherwise operate structurally independently. Thus, overall complexity can be viewed in a different way because serialization is normally the limiting factor as complexity grows. Simplified, daytime models may grow in complexity over time but, because they are optimized to a solution space Input is presented only to the selected model in the day phase, which presents a solution and stores the problem for use while dreaming. The dream phase presents stored problems to all models to see which performs best.
by trying many different approaches in parallel at night, they grow much more slowly than unified approaches. Significantly, pruning of complexity can occur over time as new, optimized algorithms appear for different solution spaces, rather than growing a unified solution space. As additional candidate models are developed and selected, CD's simplified models achieve constant real-time performance by selecting a subset of the system resources for real-time operation. 12 This subset is optimized to anticipated daytime requirements, based on past experiences, and thus requires a comparatively small amount of resources and results in better real-time performance, both in terms of power and responsiveness. The result is the utilization of resources that operate in near-perfect parallel fashion for system optimization, and the use of few resources for real-time optimization. We are inspired by the vast scalability of the brain combined with the way the brain seems to be optimized for specific situations that it must deal with in real time to survive. We observe that, in order to achieve these, a dream phase is required. In this work, we demonstrate the viability of our approach.
Computational Dreaming for Maze Solving
Using mazes as an example problem space, we show that CD can find solutions to problems without any outside intervention, with optimized solution models built without prior knowledge of the details of a given instance of a problem. Mazes are a good problem space to use in evaluating CD's viability because there are an infinite number of possible problems, many different ways to attempt to solve those problems, multiple solutions (in general), and the potential to generalize solution methodologies. In addition, maze solutions can be represented as a complex series of simple steps, which can be hierarchically built on each other to form a unique model, or solution technique. Thus, it is possible to enumerate the complete solution space for a given maze by combining simple steps into a complex algorithm. Accordingly, CD examines the entire solution space, exhaustively built from model primitives, in order to determine which performs the best based on what it has observed from past experience. "Best" is relative to the system's recent experience, and it can be generalized to a solution methodology. A significant part of our objective was to examine if CD would be able to both discover and select well-known maze-solving algorithms on its own. CD executes over a series of iterations, each consisting of a day phase followed by a dream phase. During the day phase, the system produces a solution to a given problem while simultaneously observing and recording a copy of the information to a "problem database." Later, during the dream phase, it draws on these records and plays previously unprocessed data back to all available models. Given enough resources, "all available models" may encompass the entire potential solution space. This playback simultaneously presents stored inputs to multiple processing units in near-perfect parallelism. At the end of the dream phase, the model that tends to perform the best is selected for use during the next day phase. "Best" refers to the model with the highest overall success rate. While this dream phase would likely result in increased power consumption, it would occur at night, when a device is connected to a charger and otherwise not in use. Each iteration follows the same basic process as outlined in the pseudocode in Figure 2 . The foreach loop in the dream phase (see Figure 2b) can be executed by many processors in parallel, each processing a subset of all the available solution models.
As with neurons in the brain, solution models are organized into layers. Each layer of models combines models from lower layers in different ways to produce new, more complex models. Models on higher layers combine the directions on lower layers in different ways to create more complex solutions. For example, consider that on the lowest layer are the four cardinal directions. Layer 1 enumerates all possible combinations of two steps from the lowest layer. Layer 2, similarly, enumerates all possible combinations of two models from Layer 1. This continues up to a preset maximum number of layers (governed by available memory). The top layer, n, in this example contains 4 2n models, each with 2 n steps. While our goal in this experimentation is to demonstrate whether CD can reach an appropriate solution model at all, the layered approach acknowledges that there will be some memory constraints and serialization in the competing solutions, even as the brain must include some serialization in what we believe to be its competing solution spaces.
Although some models may be nonsensical and some may overlap (or even duplicate) the functionality of other models, we expect that many models will present potentially valid solutions to a given problem. The "absurd" models can be thought of as dreamlike playing, where the brain tries out potential solutions without being engaged in the real world. Note that while some models may be absurd in some contexts, they may later be useful in others, as may be the case with human creativity.
In the dream phase, all solution models operate on the same inputs simultaneously and in parallel. Each model processes the data differently and thus generates its own solution to the given problem. Each solution is a candidate for evaluation during the dream phase, making all of the solutions, together, the basis for a true MISD computer. Adding more processing resources to a CD system lets it examine many more models in the same amount of time during a dream phase. Thus, the ability to harness additional resources at night may result in more sophisticated model development without diminishing real-time (awake) performance.
We developed a simulator to investigate the viability of the CD approach. It includes not only a maze-solving implementation of CD but also components to simulate daytime input data and to collect and examine output data from both day and dream phases. Simulator behavior is controlled by user-specified parameters governing the size and complexity of generated input mazes, how many mazes are generated and processed each day, how many layers of solution models are generated, and how many total day and dream iterations are executed. Data are collected on each individual solution model's performance and on the mazes generated during each day phase, as well as the results of attempted solutions.
The solution models used by the mazesolving CD simulator contain four different types of steps that represent directions (that is, north, south, east, and west) that an agent using the model can follow when traversing a maze. An agent employing a given model simply executes the directions in the model, in order, repeatedly until it either reaches the goal for the maze or determines that no progress is being made. As the agent travels through the maze, it keeps track of both visited and observed cells. A cell is observed via the lack of a wall between the current cell and an adjacent one; for example, if an agent notices that there is no wall to the east, it assumes that there is a cell there. If an agent iterates through all the steps in its model without visiting any previously unvisited cells or observing any previously unknown cells, it assumes that no meaningful progress is being made and gives up. If the goal is reached, the agent stores its solution via the solution monitor. In both cases, both the observed and visited portions of the maze are stored to the database of known mazes for use in the dream phase.
All experiments made use of four layers of solution models, meaning that a total of 65,812 models were evaluated during each dream phase. Ten day and dream iterations were executed for all trials. The simulator generated new, random mazes during each day phase. The portions of these mazes observed during the day were then presented to all solution models during the dream phase. Note that all mazes were square, with an entrance in the Architectures for the Post-Moore Era upper left corner and an exit in the lower right corner. When random model selection was used for comparison, a new set of mazes was generated for the random trials using the same input parameters. Overall daytime success rate was a key output parameter for all experiments. In this article, we summarize the results from Scott Jackson's thesis. 10 Viability Viability focuses on whether or not CD can find success at all and also whether or not that success is significant. The experiment to evaluate CD viability comprised 10 trials, with the simulator generating mazes between 4 3 4 and 20 3 20 in size, each with between 3 and 10 solutions. After the initial 10 trials using CD were executed, an additional 10 trials were executed using random chance to select day phase solution models. The overall success rate for CD trials was then compared to the overall success rate for random chance trials using a two-proportion z-test at the 99-percent confidence level. Overall, the CDenabled system solved 14.96 percent of daytime mazes, whereas random selection solved only 2.15 percent. The left side of Figure 3 shows a graph of results. The trial number is along the x-axis, whereas the overall day success rate is along the y-axis. The two proportion z-test has a critical value of 2.33. The calculated score for the overall results from this experiment is 18.43, indicating that CD performs significantly better than random chance selection. Of note is that CD statistically outperformed random chance selection in 100 percent of trials. Indeed, even the worst-performing CD trial outdid the best-performing random chance trial. Only two of the more than 65,000 available solution models were selected for day phase use during more than one trial, indicating that multiple viable models were identified. This suggests that with enough time and input data, CD will eventually converge on a single reliable model for a given set of inputs.
Robustness
Robustness refers to the ability to ultimately arrive at the best known solution model while avoiding premature convergence on suboptimal models. It means that CD is consistently successful in selecting models that can solve daytime mazes. The experiment to evaluate CD robustness comprised a total of 10 trials. All mazes generated were 6 3 6 with 5 solutions. After the initial 10 trials using CD were executed, an additional 10 trials were executed using random chance to select day phase solution models. We then compared success rates, Results of viability and robustness experiments. Solid bars represent the overall success rate achieved by using CD to select the best performing models. Hatched bars represent the overall success rate by using random chance to select models.
as with the viability experiment. Overall, CD solved approximately 31.67 percent of daytime mazes, whereas random model selection solved only 3.63 percent. Results are shown on the right side of Figure 3 . Trials are shown on the x-axis, and the overall day success rate on the y-axis. Again, note that the worst CD trial outperformed the best random chance trial. The same two-proportion z-test was used to determine statistical significance. It showed that CD significantly outperforms random model selection (with a score of 28.5 versus a critical value of 2.33). That CD is consistently successful suggests that it is not prone to premature convergence and that it can ultimately find the best solution model without human intervention. Similar to the viability test, no one or two solution models were clearly superior. No given model was selected during more than one trial. We found that, for the maze size and complexity used in this experiment, there are many models that perform more or less equally, reflecting that multiple diverse methods can be considered valid.
Flexibility
We evaluate the approach's flexibility by examining results for various classes of mazes. The classes range from small and simple to large and complex. This experiment also examined the effect that the total number of mazes processed has on the overall success rate of CD. Table  1 shows the results by maze dimension and the number of solutions (paths) in the maze. "Dimensions" is the dimensions for a given trial, and "Paths" is the number of solutions built in to each maze.
Small/simple mazes performed the best, and processing more mazes per day or dream phase improved success rates. The large and complex mazes performed the worst, with mediumcomplexity mazes falling in the middle. Although this is as expected, results show that processing more mazes per iteration resulted in slightly worse overall performance for these categories. This, along with an overall lower success rate, suggests that medium-complexity mazes may be right at or even just beyond the boundary at which four layers of models can find success. It is clear that the large and complex mazes are well beyond the capability of a four-layer system. We theorize that using additional layers would improve the success rates for all categories.
Generation of Existing Solution Methodologies
An interesting question is whether or not selected models produce results similar to known maze-solving methods. Regularly selecting solution models that mimic the behavior of known algorithms suggests that CD can, on its own, converge on known methods of solving mazes. We compared the solutions generated by selected models during the viability experiment to solutions generated by breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search (DFS) for the same input maze. Using a tool designed specifically to compare solutions generated by CD to solutions generated by one of these known algorithms, we found that, out of 480 total mazes solved in the viability experiment,
• BFS/Dijkstra matched 240 solutions (50.0 percent), and • DFS matched 249 solutions (51.2 percent).
Significantly, in many cases, a given solution generated by CD matched a solution generated by more than one algorithm. Since the mazes use a constant step cost, both BFS and Dijkstra's algorithm will find optimal solutions. It is possible that a maze will have multiple "optimal" paths, and it is therefore possible that BFS and Dijkstra will generate different solutions. By adjusting the search order used by one of these algorithms, however, we can easily find that both algorithms produce the same solutions. The data show that nearly half of all models generated by CD are solutions that known algorithms would generate, indicating that CD is capable of determining, without any external input, methods that will consistently produce optimal results. W ith no prior organization other than complete enumeration of all combinations of the four ordinal directions for a given number of layers, CD was able to converge on algorithms known to be optimal for the solution of mazes; approximately 50 percent of successful solutions generated by the dream phase of computation matched solutions generated by well-known algorithms such as DFS and BFS. In addition, viability experiments resulted in the CD system solving 15 percent of mazes (ranging from small and simple to large and complex), significantly more than the 2.2 percent solved by random model selection. Robustness experiments indicated that CD is capable of consistently finding success, solving over 32 percent of mazes across 10 trials compared to only 3.6 percent solved by random model selection. CD outperformed random selection in every trial. Significantly, CD does not get stuck on local minima, always converging on a solution model. Interestingly, no one or two solution models were clearly superior to others, consistent with commonly held views of intelligence. CD tends to rediscover known maze-solving algorithms on its own, developing them from primitive moves and complete enumeration combined with a dream phase.
Our goal is to understand and motivate the way parallelism, and thus structure, represents a key to enabling intelligence. CD is a metaalgorithm for cognition, as opposed to a specific neural algorithm. Learning and AI algorithms may be consistent with our approach as candidate solution models, potentially operating independently and competitively, with different databases, during the dream phase. We are focused on the brain's ability to build and hypothesis-test potential strategies, in nearly perfect parallelism, prior to adoption, so that real-time (awake) usage models may be optimized. Accordingly, we envision CD to enable personal devices to become avatar-like. Building models from time and space primitives using trial and error in a highly parallel fashion during dreaming seems consistent with models of the human brain.
